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Trustees approve housing cost increase
by Betsy Russell
staff writer
See related story, page 2.
The board of trustees approved a
15-percent increase last Friday in housing
rates for next year, according to Almeda
Boettner of the Housing Office.
These increases directly reflect the rising rates of inflation, which increased 8.9
percent in 1981; labor costs, either physical
plant or contracted, rose 10 percent; materials for maintenance, repairs or renovation
rose 15 percent; the cost of electricity rose
10 to 15 percent; steam heat rose 10 percent; water processing costs rose 50 percent;
and chilled water for the air conditioning
rose 5 percent. This averages out to a
10-percent increase in total housing costs.
The other 5-percent increase comes
from a 5-percent shifting of appropriated
funds to auxiliary funds, from which all

salaries connected with housing are drawn,
according to Boettner.
Following is a list of the 1982-83 housing rates:
Women
Byrnes
Manning
Barnett and Smith
Benet
Young
Geer
Sanders
Clemson House*
Johnstone, Section A
Johnstone, Annex A

$445
445
445
415
415
415
415
450
400
415

Men
Lever
Johnstone, Annex F
Cope
Johnstone, Sections B-F
YMCA

$445
415
415
400
400

Fifty dollar surcharge
a reality, due in March
by Ben Hester
staff writer
The proposed $50 surcharge is now
definite and will be due March 1, according to university President Bill L. Atchley.
Atchley said he felt delaying the due date
until March 1 would lessen the burden of
the surcharge since it would give students
and families a chance to catch up financially from Christmas and spring semester
costs.
The university was still recovering from
the state's 3.5 percent reduction in general
education funds from last year's budget
cuts when the latest cutback occurred in
mid-December, according to Atchley.
Charles A. Brooks Jr. of the Commission on Higher Education said that the
last cutback, a 2.9 percent slice affecting
all state agencies, took $936,165 from the
university's budget. The surcharge will
raise approximately $540,00 in revenue
leaving $396,165 either to be raised by
some other method or cut from the budget.
This latest cutback trimmed almost $4
million from the budgets of nine public
four-year institutions in South Carolina,
Brooks said. These institutions, along
with the surcharge each is imposing, are
The Citadel
$25
Clemson
50
College of Charleston
40
Francis Marion
35
Lander
35
Medical University
of South Carolina
0
South Carolina State
0
University of
South Carolina (Columbia
25
Winthrop
36
Medical University is raising patient fees
and several schools are expected to raise
tuition.
Atchley said that one way to combat recent trends in budget slicing is to set up a
long-term program to raise funds for en-

Mauldin
Donaldson
Bowen
Wannamaker
Bradley
Norris
Clemson House*

445
415
415
415
415
415
450

Apartments—
Men and Women
$575
Calhoun Courts*
545
Thornhill Village*
475
Clemson House*
♦Rental rate includes cable
TV connection and the cost
of utilities.

East Campus apartments will use the
same facilities as Calhoun Courts when they
are finished. Boettner said that because
those students who lived in Calhoun Courts
and East Campus Apartments (Thornhill

Atchley approves new
academic regulations
by Holly Hamor
managing editor
President Bill L. Atchley has signed into
effect the President's Council's proposals
for academic regulations with only one
alteration to the council's package.
Atchley's approval came on Jan. 20;
however, the official memorandum from
Provost W. David Maxwell was not issued
until Wednesday, Jan. 27.
As he had indicated at the Jan. 15 President's Council meeting, Atchley changed
the stair-step scale of requirements for continuing enrollment. The requirements had
originally called for a minimum 1.7
cumulative grade point ratios i for student
with 21 to 50 credit hours. Atchley changed
this requirement to 1.6, making the requirements for continuing enrollment as
follows:

Bill L. Atchley

Village) this semester were without laundry
facilities and other things, they will have
"squatter's rights." Even if a group with a
higher ranking applies for an apartment,
those presently living there will have priority.
Around 360 students are presently living at Calhoun Courts. One courtyard is
being finished about every three weeks. At
the moment, Housing expects all of the
units to be finished by the end of February.
Boettner said nothing is definite, however.
Another housing change scheduled for
next year is Clemson House going co-ed.
Boettner said that Corrine Sawyer,
chairperson of the Honors Program, asked
for the sixth floor, where Calhoun College
will be housed, to be mixed men and
women. Housing officials felt that it
wouldn't be fair for one segment of the student body to have access to co-ed housing,
and not the rest. Present plans are that all
floors will house both men and women.

Credit level
11-20
21-50
51-80
81 or more

GPR
requirement
1.4
1.6
1.9
2.0

The new regulations will go into effect in
two. stages. According to Jerome V. Reel,
vice provost of the university, the policies
dealing with good academic standing,
academic probation, minimum standards
for continuing enrollment and readmission
after dismissal will apply only for students
who enter the university after May 15.
The other academic regulations, including those dealing with withdrawals,
maximum credit loads, incomplete grades,
transfer of credit, examinations and course
substitutions will go into effect for all
students on Aug. 15.

photo by Matt Franklin

dowments—possibly one for each department. He emphasized that the surcharge
was a one-time fee and was caused partially
by the fact that the state cut came almost
halfway into the fiscal year. This caused
drastic problems for the last six or seven
months, according to Atchley.
Another growing problem, according to
Atchley, is the state legislature's insistence
that state-supported schools come up with
at least 25 percent of all employee raises.
For the last five or six years Clemson
has tried to get this money through tuition
increases or increases in other fees. Continuation in this vein would force many
students to attend other schools that are
less expensive, Atchley said, and administration officials realize that for
Clemson University to be competitive in
the recruiting of new students, it must
come up with alternate ways of raising
revenue.

Watergate conspirator speaks in March
by Jennifer Lloyd
Staff writer
G. Gordon Liddy, mastermind of the
1972 Watergate break-in, will speak in
Tillman Hall on March 2 at 7 p.m. as this
semester's main Speakers' Bureau presentation.
After refusing to disclose information
about the break-in, Liddy is now "making
a living talking about his role in the
scandal," according to William Kuckwice
in his article "The Big Man on Campus" in
the Jan. 19, 1981 Wall Street Journal. Liddy
spent four years in prison Tor his part in the
scandal.
His autobiography, "Will," is now on
the bestseller lists and New York City Police
Department has given him an award.
Kuckwice said about a Liddy lecture at
the University of Pittsburgh that Liddy gave
a "rally 'round the flag lecture on why

everything is wrong with the United States."
Liddy believes that "Watergate wasn't
immoral per se: it was merely an act of
political espionage which both parties have
always conducted and which probably continues to this day."
He also said that "freedom, the absence
of intrusion, is something you will have
only so long as you're prepared to defend
it."
Kuckwice wrote that Liddy enjoys the
college circuit and isn't just out for the
money. Quoting Liddy, "A good fight's
better than a good lecture any day of the
week."
A Pitt student commented after the lecture, "You know, he [Liddy] makes you
think he's a good guy. But then you've
gotta think he was a bad guy."
A reception for Liddy, open to the
public, will be held at the Alumni Center
following the speech.
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Calhoun College placed in Clemson House
by Susanne Freytag
staff writer
Starting next fall, students wishing to live
on the sixth floor of the Clemson House
will be required to have a 3.4 GPR and be
enrolled in the new Calhoun College honors
program.
According to Corinne Sawyer, chairwoman of the Honors Council, 21 applications have been received from upperclassmen—18 men and three women—wishing
to occupy the 61-bed dormitory space set
aside to accomodate the honors students.
The remaining rooms will be allocated on a
first come, first served basis to incoming
freshmen who qualify for this program.
Both males and females will be given the
opportunity to join Calhoun College, making it possible for male students to live in
the currently all-female dormitory. Almeda
Boettner, associate housing director, ex-

plained that since the sixth floor would
have to be co-ed to accomodate the male
honor students, the rest of Clemson House
will now be made co-ed also.
Boettner foresaw no problem with the
co-ed situation at the Clemson House since
each room has a private bath. Sawyer
agreed. "Living in Clemson House is more
like living in a apartment than a dormitory," she said.
Sawyer said that if only the sixth floor
were to become co-ed, certain restraints
would have to be placed on the men living
there. For example, they would have to
agree not to go on the remaining floors
unescorted.
Many of the girls are unhappy about the
change and a few have protested. Boettner
said that it is unfortunate that these girls
must be displaced, but it is impossible to
make everyone happy.
A Clemson House resident assistant said

Reagan congratulates administrators,
two football players in Washington
by Julie Walters
staff writer
Eight representatives from Clemson left
for Washington, D.C., at noon Tuesday to
present the Orange Bowl game ball to President Ronald Reagan. The invitation to
come to Washington was extended by
Reagan through Sen. Strom Thurmond.
The representatives were head football
coach Danny Ford and his wife, university
President Bill L. Atchley and his wife,
athletic director Bill McLellan, quarterback
Homer Jordan, wide receiver Jerry Gaillard

and head of public relations Harry Durham.
Thurmond held a reception at 4 p.m.
Tuesday in the capital building to honor
Ford as "Coach of the Year." Reagan,
Vice President George Bush, the president's
staff and members of the Senate were invited to attend the reception.
Wednesday morning at 10:30 the group
met with Reagan at the White House and
presented him with the game ball from the
Orange Bowl.
Following the meeting with the President,
the group returned to Clemson.

that the girls have not been officially
notified of the final decision. "I had heard
rumors, but the first time I was certain the
change was to be made was when a guy was
on the floor choosing a room for next
year," she said.
Others feel that with Clemson House going co-ed, the dorm will become noisier.
They believe this is unfair to the permanent
residents who have lived there for years.
Sawyer said that one of her reasons for
choosing Clemson House is the quiet atmosphere which will aid studying. "Strict
quiet hours will be enforced," she said.
Hoping to promote a sense of togetherness among the honor students by making it

possible for them to live together, Sawyer
first requested a section of Calhoun Courts
to be set aside but was turned down. She
then asked for two floors of the Clemson
House but received only one upon being
told to "start small." However, she believes
that she could have filled two floors with incoming freshmen, many of which have expressed interest in the honors program
along with the housing accomodations.
"The men have shown the most enthusiasm for this program since they feel
that they have been discriminated against
by not having been permitted to live in
Clemson House before," Sawyer said.

Financial aid week proclaimed
by Cindy O'FarreU
staff writer
Gov. Richard Riley has proclaimed Feb.
1 through 5 as "Financial Aid Awareness
Week" in South Carolina. The purpose of
this week is to familiarize students and
parents with the opportunities for financial
aid.
On Monday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
University Union, the Office of Financial
Aid will begin the week with its annual
short course. Additional information can
be acquired in a question-and-answer
period during this short course or through
the Financial Aid Office.
Parents, high school guidance counselors
and prospective students are encouraged to
attend a workshop that will be held on
Tuesday, Feb. 2, in Brackett Hall Auditorium from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Marvin Carmichael, director of financial

aid, said he is "concerned about cuts on the
horizon" and that this awareness week will
"attempt to update participants on federallevel Reagan cuts." According to Carmichael,
who is also a member of the South Carolina
Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, Financial Aid Awareness
Week will "Concentrate on the positive
aspects of financial aid and familiarize interested parties in procedures."
Riley emphasized the importance of Financial Aid Awareness Week at Clemson.
"With today's technology writing tomorrow's help-wanted ads, the need for a good
education and advanced skills is more important than ever. The opportunity for that
kind of education should be available to
every student. That opportunity is enhanced
greatly by the South Carolina Association
of Student Financial Aid Administrators,
and I commend them for their efforts."

Off-campus offers alternative
Chorus visit spells fun
The Branko
Krsmanovich Chorus of
Yugoslavia, officially called
the Academy Chorus of
Belgrade, performed in the
newly renovated Tillman
Hall Wednesday night
under the direction of
Darinka Matich-Marovich.
For more hard-to-spell and
impossible-to-pronounce
words, see page 16.

Crises are his business
Archie Morgan, director
of the Crisis Ministries,
deals with juvenile crime,
rape, wife and child abuse,
suicide and other societal
problems at Crisis
Ministries in Anderson.
For details, see page 15.

• Campus Bulletin, page 4.
• Editorials, page 12.
• Letters, page 13.
Published weekly since 1907 by the students of Clemson University, The Tiger
is the oldest college newspaper in South Carolina. The Tiger is not published during summer school, school holidays or examination periods.
.The Tiger is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press and is a five-star AilAmerican award winner. The Tiger is also a member of the South Carolina Press
Association-Collegiate Division and presently holds the title of best college newspaper in South Carolina.
Second class postage paid at U.S. Post Office, Clemson, S.C. 29631. The mailing address is P.O. Box 2097, Clemson, S.C. 29632-2097.
. Subscription rates are $9 per year and $5 per semester. Local and national
advertising rates are available upon request.
The editorial and business offices of The Tiger are located at suite 906 of the
Edgar A. Brown University Union. The telephone numbers are business, (803)
656-2167, and editorial, (803) 656-2150.

by Sha Sifford
news editor
Since the cheapest a student will be able to live on campus next year is $400 a semester, The Tiger conducted an informal survey of off-campus apartments to see how they compared. The term "informal" refers to the fact that not all
apartments are represented and some figures, particularly
those concerning utilities, are approximates.
From the information gathered from the apartment
managers, realtors and students contacted, the typical
apartment costs $265 per month plus $50 per month utilities
split by three roommates. At four months' rent per
semester, the total comes out to $420 per semester.
The following is a partial listing of apartments and
their statistics in the Clemson area. All are unfurnished and
include water in the rent.
Geldard Apartments
location: behind mini-mall
rent: $240 for two, $265 for three, $300 for four
specifications: kitchen, living/dining room, two bedrooms
(no master), one bathroom; central air
The Knoll Apartments
location: on the exit ramp at the intersection of 93 and
76/28
rent: $158 per month for one, $188 per month for two
utilities: $20 per month
specifications: made up of 16-feet-by-32-feet suites which
may be combined; each suite has a kitchenette, a living/dining/bedroom, one bathroom; air conditioned

photo by Michael L. Puidy

Calhoun courts, still not completed, will cost $575 a
semester beginning next year.

bedrooms (one master), two and a half bathrooms; central
air
Royal Oaks Apartment
location: one block beyond mini-mall
rent: $250 per month
utilities: $60 per month
specifications: kitchen, living room, dining room, two
bedrooms (one master), one and a half bathrooms; central
air; some adjoining lake-front property

Le Mans Apartments
location: beyond underpass on 133
rent: $250 per month for three or less, $300 per month for
four (may go up)
utilities: $50 per month
specifications: kitchen, living room, two bedrooms; central air; launderette

Village Green Apartments
location: behind Kentucky Fried Chicken, beside
Bollwinkle's
rent: $325 per month for years lease; $290 per month if
deposit is made by March 1.
specifications: kitchen, living room, two bedrooms, one
and a half bathrooms; central air; laundromat; pool

North Clemson Townhouses
location: behind Hardee's
rent: individually owned and rented, so varies, with
average around $375 per month
utilities: $50 per month
specifications: kitchen, living room, dining room, three

Wood Valley Apartments
location: behind Clemson House
rent: $240 per month for two, $265 per month for three,
$300 per month for four
specifications: kitchen, living/dining room, two bedrooms
(no master), one and a half bathrooms; central air
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User misuse hampers computer center
by Michael L. Puldy
assistant news editor
"Everyone who applied to use the
Clemson University computer has signed a
document agreeing to use the computer's
resources only as authorized by that agreement." An exerpt from the opening paragraph of a paper entitled "Computer
Misuse" written by systems programmer
Rick Bender exemplifies the computer
center's misuse policy that all users must
sign before being allowed to operate on the
Clemson computer. But who defines misuse, and who can catch a person who misuses the system? Also, how can the increasing costs of these misuses be curtailed?
In an interview with Bender, the person
responsible for certifying computer charges
and investigating potential computer misuse, and Bill Weathers, administrative
manager for the computer center, both expressed growing concern about computer'
misuse and teachers' misrepresentation
concerning valid computer usage.
Computer policy
All students must sign a misuse policy
statement when getting a user identification. "Students tend to forget they signed a
misuse policy," said Weathers. "However,"
he said, "students see other students doing
something which may be wrong, and it
shouldn't be followed."
Computer policy defines the term misuse
as "use of the computer center account
numbers, TSO user IDs, permanent data
sets or tapes for computing activities other
than those specified in writing when the
particular resource was requested."
Weathers and Bender say that professors
make their own decisions with what students can use with their accounts. This

raises the question of whether a student taking a course in fortran is allowed to do projects not related to the fortran course such as
script. Some professors do not mind, while
others explicitly say no non-related work is
allowed on the professor's computer account.
"Whoever is the owner of the equipment
and account number is responsible to use it
effectively. Over 50 percent of our users are
non-billables," said Weathers. Non-billables are members of the academic and administrative community who are funded by
the university.
An example of misuse of the computer is
playing computer games. Games played on
the computer often take up time on the
computer. "In the real world, industry
won't let their machines be tied up by computer games," said Bender. "When you are
on a mainframe, you are competing with
people trying to get course work done,"
Weathers said.
Another misuse is using the computer for
a duplicating or copier function. "To make
one copy is a learning experience," said
Weathers. "When you make 50 to 100
copies, it's misuse." He pointed out items
such as snoopy calendars and resumes as examples. Programs should not be used in the
production mode, Bender and Weathers
stressed.
Computer time
"People in the academic community
want to be able to fulfil the course objectives," said Weathers. "We don't want to
impose on the professors how much computer time they should use.
"We want to keep the cost of the computer down and increase our resources," he
said.
The usage of computer time is a cost in-
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Cam Owens, one of the operators in the computer center, watches over the operation of the IBM 370 computer and its working components.

curred by each department throughout the
budget year. Weathers said at the end of the
budget year, each department's cost for using the computer is added on to the total
operating budget, and the department contributes to the total computer bill paid by
the university.
"One student in one month was charged
$14,000 for computer use. The student
couldn't debug his program so he kept using core and cpu (central processing unit)
time," said Weathers. The student didn't
realize his computer usage, and his department had to pay.
Weathers also said, "If a student is going
out of the routine usage of jobs, he should
come in and find out how much his jobs are
costing. We presently have the capability to
see how much jobs cost."

Computer checks
Until October, the computer center was
not able to associate the computer by any
user ID. Now, there is a system that tells if
someone is using a computer excessively,
said Bender.
"If people know they can be caught,
there will be less likelihood of misuse. Also,
in the near future, we will be coming up
with an easy method to determine how
much a job is costing." Presently, it is a
manual process.
Some students who aren't sure what their
professor considers misuse should have a
verbal okay or written permission from_the
professor allowing use of the computer for
work other than course related topics.
Weathers stressed, "If the student is up
front and works with his department, there
should be no problem."

BICYCLES
MOPEDS
HOBBIES
Service &
Sales

Brand name bicycles at very
special prices for Clemson Faculty
and Students (I.D, Card required)
Save up to $100 on selected bicycles

TREK
RALEIGH

SCHWINN
MOTOBECANE
FUJI

We specialize in service, work you can count
on to be done right the first time at
reasonable prices. We have the only complete
Campagnolo Tool Kit in the state to service
your custom bike the proper way.

THE GREAT ESCAPE
270 & E. North St. :

Anderson

226-4579

(only 15 minutes from campus, next to Dillard Sporting Goods)

Also stores in Greenville and Spartanburg

FAIRFIELD
QAPPHIREVALLEV
SKI FOR $10.00 - Includes
Lift Ticket and Equipment
valid only weekdays or any nignt (except Sunday).
You must present your student i.D.
REMEMBER ... our chalrlift lines are not long.
especially during tne week.
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CAMPUS BULLETIN
questions? Call Steve or Jim at 4292 or Chris at
6496.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Clemson chapter of Mortar Board would
like to announce the annual Miss Clemson
Pageant. The contest will be held on Thursday,
Feb. 11, at 8 p.m. in Tillman Hall Auditorium.
Joey Irwin and Susan Oldham will be emceeing
the event, with the Clemson Dancers providing
the entertainment. Admission is free.
MIA (Men Interested in Alpha) will sponsor a
commemoration observance for Martin Luther
King Jr. The program will be held on Friday,
Jan. 29, at 6:30 p.m. in the auditorium of
Tillman Hall. The guest speaker will be the Rev.
Sammy Jackson with the Clemson University
Gospel Choir rendering music. A reception will
immediately follow the program.
Shalom y'all. Clemson Hillel will be holding a
social on Sunday, Feb. 7, at the YMCA. For
more information, call 4621 after 6 p.m.

The Christian Science Organization meets
every Thursday night at 8:30 p.m. in the YMCA
chapel.
RA Positions Available—Any student who is
interested in applying for an RA position for
1982-83 should make plans to attend one of two
informative meetings on Feb. 9 and Feb. 11 at 6
p.m. in the Senate Chambers. Job responsibilities will be enumerated and applications may be
filled out at that time. Call 2295 for further
details.
The Japanese Film Series will present "The
Culinary Art of Japan" on Feb. 3 at 4 p.m. in
Lee Hall Small Auditorium (room 100). For
more information, contact Yuji Kishimoto at
656-3081. Admission is free.

Contestants for the Pamoja Talent Extravaganza may contact Myron Floyd at 6699,
Lawson Fortune at 6520 or Sheila Thorton at
6712 before Feb. 1.

Senate seats are open at Johnstone C, Cope,
Clemson House, Thornhill Village, Barnett,
Manning and off-campus. Interviews will be
Wednesday, Feb. 3. Come by the Student
Government Office to sign up for a time.

The University Recording Society will meet
Thursday, Feb. 4, at 8 p.m. in room 217 Daniel
Hall. Any student, faculty or staff member who
is interested in the art of studio recording or in
working as a studio musician is welcome. Any

Career Choice Workshops—"Job Search
Strategies," a two-hour workshop, will be held
on Feb. 2 for all interested Clemson students.
Call 2451 or stop by the Counseling Office for
time and location.

CLASSIFIEDS

Clemson-Virginia game. Call Don at 868-2943.

Kiss—Send one for Valentines or anytime!
Send name and address of kissee and kisser to
Kiss: Box 5286, Spartanburg, SC 29304. Include
occasion, Valentine's Day, birthday, anniversary, or "just because I love you." Enclose $1
for handling.

Guitar for sale. Yamaha FG160 with case. Call
Joyce at 654-7835 after 6 p.m.

Resorts, sailing expeditions! Needed: Sports,
office, counselors. Europe, Caribbean,
worldwide! Summer, Career. Send $8.95 for Application, Openings, Guide to Cruiseworld, E5,
Box 60129, Sacramento, CA 95860.
Help Wanted—Gymnastics instructor. Position open immediately. Call 654-2606.
Professional man seeks roommate to share log
house in the country. Beautiful, quiet location.
Completely furnished, $200 per month. Call
Howard at 972-3236.
Lost: Prescription glasses in blue cloth case.
Reward. Last seen around Fike. Contact
Howard Van Dikk at the P and A B108 or call
656-3332.
Lost: Men's watch, silver with black strap,
possibly lost at Fike Jan. 7. Great sentimental
value, reward. Call 656-7978.
Wanted: Three to four tickets for the

One pair BOSE 301's, $125. Call 654-1699.
Found: A ladies watch, Wednesday, Jan. 20,
beneath the overpass between Daniel and Jordan
Halls. Call Mike at 2157 or come by room 100
Kinard Annex to identify.
Found: One mitten, ladies size M. Found on
out ledge on the side of Johnstone that faces the
shoeboxes. Call 7534 to identify.
PERSONALS
Cathy Mobley— I love ya, 111* sis! B-squared
"Me" — I love you and miss you. I gots a
suprize for you! Wait—if you can. It won't be
long! Yours forever, "Snuggins"
Dear Late Night Long Distance Caller, When
will this semester be over? I almost wish I had
taken you up on your offer to "cook and clean."
Love, one with the sleepless roommate.
The Beaver has received your letters. Keep
writing! P.O. Box 4079, Durham, N.C. 27709.
Remember Beaver Cleaver today!

MINOLTA
School of Photography
-Feb. 13-9 AM 'til 5 PMAT CONFERENCE CENTER
—Univ. Sq. Mall—
CLEMSON, S.C.
$
FEE: 15 • Includes Lunch,
Cokin Blister Pack
& Literature.
Register NOW at CAMPUS
CAMERA, Univ. Sq. Mall,
Clemson, S.C.
Registration closes Feb. 10

don't IN*
in die dark
about...

birth defects
Did you know there are
more than 2,000 kinds of
birth defects?
The March of Dimes supports
research, medical services
and education to prevent
birth defects.
Help your baby now. Call
your local March of Dimes
chapter for the booklet,
Be Good To Your Baby
Before It Is Born.

654-3000

Go Hogstyle
Every Monday Night s Pm -tii 8=30 Pm

ALL DRAFT BEER 35'
ALL YOU CAN EAT

Pizza Buffet $3.50

CLEMSON
FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS
AN INTRODUCTORY OFFER TO NEW CUSTOMERS

ri

With this coupon

With this coupon

i THE PROFESSIONAL
i
PERM
Regular price s4500

Precision Haircut
(Shampoo and Style)
Regular price sll00-s1600

^

OFFICIAL
#1
SOUVENIR
LAPEL PIN

^

BEAUTIFUL \ INCH PIN
WITH STUD-CLASP IN
A 00LDT0NE FINISH
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

29.95
includes

&

8.95

Precision Cut and Style
GOOD ONLY MON.-THURS. 9-12
Expires 2-4-82

GOOD ANYTIME
Expires 2-6-82

Clemson

wSSJtJr- * ,

WREDKEN

AVAILABLE FOR
LIMITED TIME

$3-00 EACH
LAMAR ENTERPRISES
POSTPAID
180 N. DEAN
QTY.
SUITE 201
SPARTANBURG, S.C. 29302
NAME.

WE WANT TO PROVE TO YOU THAT WE'RE THE
GREATEST THING THAT EVER HAPPENED TO YOUR HAIR
FOR OUR REGULAR CUSTOMERS-20% OFF REG. CUT. 9-1 M-Th

123 By-Pass

ENLARGED
ILLUSTRATION

654-1902

ADDRESS.
CITY.
ZIP.

STATE.
(PLEASE PRINT)
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Senate retains JEC as funded organization
by Van Mattison
staff writer
Student senate defeated a bill Monday
night from the Organizations and Affairs
Committee which would have made the
Joint Engineering. Council a non-funded
organization.
Presently, the JEC is recognized as a
funded organization, but it receives no
funding. The reason for the proposed
change was that the other two college councils, Sciences and Agriculture, are nonfunded organizations, and the JEC should
be also. The committee proposed that dues
be collected from member organizations on
the council.
Opponents of the bill argued that the
council should remain funded and that the
Finance Committee should decide on the
merits of any funding request. Opponents
also pointed out that the member organizations in the JEC could not request dues as
part of their student government allocation.
The bill to change the status of the JEC
was defeated on a voice vote. Two-thirds
approval of the senate would have been required to change the status.
Student senator Greg Ford reported that
the Food and Health Committee was work-

Reid Tribble

ing on getting the billing procedure at
Redfern changed. Presently there is a $5
charge for a bill not paid within 24 hours.
The committee is trying to have this changed
to a $2 charge with a 72-hour grace period.

Get well soon Cathy.

Clemson
decorating
center, inc.

photo by Bert West

Senate president Reid Tribble reported
that the Student Affairs Committee of the
President's Council is looking into the matter also at the direction of Walter T. Cox,
vice-president of student affairs. Ford also
reported that suggestion boxes were being
put in Harcombe and Schilletter dining
halls.
The Judiciary Committee introduced the
election rule reforms which will be voted on
Feb. 1. The major change in the rules, according to Tribble, is that off-campus
senators will be elected from the college in
which they attend.
"The strongest point for going to a college system of selecting off-campus senators
is that off-campus students have the most
contact with other off-campus students in
the classroom," according to the committee
report on the bill.
Chase Foster, chairman of the University
Housing Committee, reported on several
housing decisions made by the Housing Office. Calhoun College, the honors college,
will be housed on a co-ed hall in Clemson
House. The sixth floor was chosen by the
Housing Office.
Foster also reported that room registration
will be held the week of March 24 to April 2.
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There will be one day allocated per class,
and the time-clock priority system will be
eliminated. Priority will now be determined
randomly within a class by the computer.
Foster also said the housing officials were
going to give priority to residents of
Calhoun Courts and Thornhill Village who
wished to remain there. The reason for this
priority was that these students have not
had the use of the commons building this
year.
George Venturella, chairman of the Traffic and Grounds Committee, said that the
committee is investigating a proposal to
close the resident lots around the coliseum
during basketball season. Closing the lots
would make it unnecessary to tow cars
before home basketball games. The Traffic
and Grounds Committee has been counting
the number of vacant resident spaces on
West Campus to determine if the plan is
feasible.
Tribble reported that there are several
senate vacancies which must be filled by appointment. Students interested in the positions should contact Tribble at the Student
Government Offices. The vacant seats are
for Cope, Barnett, Mauldin, Johnstone-C,
Thornhill Village and off-campus.

Member of the BASF Group
an equal opportunity employer — m/f
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Athletic department to receive bowl profits
by Sherry Howie
staff writer
The athletic department will receive a
total of approximately $875,000 in Orange
Bowl proceeds, according to Charles A.
Kimbrell, president of the Orange Bowl
committee. An additional $725,000 from
the Orange Bowl will be distributed evenly
among the other seven teams of the Atlantic
Coast Conference.
According to Kimbrell, this year's bowl

was the most prosperous in Orange Bowl
history—mainly because of the price increase of tickets.
Seventy-five percent of all the gamerelated income will be split between Clemson
and Nebraska, with the remaining 25 percent going to the committee to pay for the
Orange Bowl festivities and entertainment
for the teams.
The 75 percent coming to Clemson will
amount to approximately $1.6 million, according to Kimbrell. Of this amount,

around $150,000 will remain with the
athletic department to cover its expenses.
The rest will be sent to the ACC, which will
then distribute it among the member teams.
Clemson will receive 50 percent of the
amount sent to the ACC—an additional
$750,000. The other 50 percent will be
divided evenly among the remaining teams.
However, Clemson will not see any
Orange Bowl money for several months.
According to Kimbell, auditing of the
Orange Bowl will not be completed until
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March. And Clemson may not receive its
share until early summer, according to
athletic director Bill McLellan.
"We have not gotten any financial statement, but we are still getting bills,"
McLellan said. He added that when the
money did arrive, it would be used to
balance the athletic department's budget.
"We are trying to run a good business—to
run the program with no expense to the
university. We are trying not to spend more
than we make."
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Succeed
in business.

"It's a lot easier with a Texas Instruments calculator
designed to solve business problems."

Touch a few special keys on these Texas sales and earnings and perform statistics.
And problems with repetitive calculations
Instruments calculators, the TI Business
are
a piece of cake for the MBA, because it's
Analyst-IF'and The MBA™, and lengthy
programmable.
time-value-of-money problems suddenly
These calculators mean business, and what
aren't lengthy anymore.You can automatithey give you is time-time to grasp underlying
cally calculate profit
business concepts, while they handle the nummargins, forecast
ber crunching. To make it even easier, each
calculator comes with a book written especially
for it, which shows you how to make use of the
calculator's full potential.
The Business Analyst-II and MBA business
calculators from Texas Instruments.Two
ways to run a successful business ma- ^ (ffi
jor, without running yourself ragged.
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Series observes Black History Month
"Black Culture in White America" is the North College Avenue. Williams-Jones is a
title of a series of lectures and performances professor of music at the University of
on campus in observance of February as South Carolina.
"The Role of Music in Traditional
Black History Month.
Sponsored by the history department, the African Societies" is the title of a Feb. 22
observance begins Feb. 4 with a lecture by lecture-performance by William Amoaku, a
Edmund Gaither, museum director of master drummer originally from the Volta
Boston's National Center of Afro- region of Ghana.
The 8 p.m. performance is also in
American Artists.
Gaither's talk is titled "The Black Artist Clemson's First Baptist Church. Amoaku is
in America" and is set for 8 p.m. in Hardin now head of the music department at Central
State University in Wilberforce, Ohio. He is
Auditorium.
Gospel singer and concert pianist Pearl the author of "African Songs and Rhythms
Williams-Jones will give a Feb. 18 lecture- for Children."
All Black History Month campus acperformance titled "Black America Gospel
Music: Social and Spiritual Significance." tivities are open to the public without
The 8 p.m. performance is set for charge.
ClemsonV First Baptist Church at 213
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Student Alumni Council, Union
hold photography contest
10 honorable mentions of five free hours in
the darkroom will also be awarded.
Three judges from the Clemson area will
judge the photos, said Backitis: Lance
McKinney from the communications
center, Samual Wang, professor of visual
history studies, and Ken Brown from Campus Camera. Rules and entry forms can be
picked up at the Information Desk in the
loggia.
All photographs will be on display in the
Union Gallery March 1 through 6. They will
then be on display at the Alumni Center
lobby March 8 through 13. Judging will be
done at the Alumni Center.

The Student Alumni Council and the
University Union have announced their
first annual photo contest. B. J. Backitis,
head of the union darkroom, stated that the
theme will be "Clemson on My Mind: The
Clemson Experience."
According to Backitis, only black and
white photos no larger than 8-by-10 and
mounted on no larger than 11-by-14 mat
will be accepted. The deadline is Feb. 26,
and there is a $2 entry fee. There is no limit
to the amount of entries one can submit.
Anyone but professionals may enter.
Three first place prizes of $50 will be
awarded. Five second place prizes of $25
gift certificates from Campus Camera and

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers:

Our Superb
Cheese Pizza
12" cheese $4.45
16" cheese $6.45

At Domino's Pizza we
promise a hot, nutritious
meal delivered in 30
minutes or less. Your
pizza is made with 100%
real dairy cheese, our
own special sauce, and
your choice of items.
Then we deliver it fastat no extra charge. Give
us a call...we deliver!

Domino's Deluxe
5 items for the price of 4
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Onions, Green Peppers
and Sausage
12" Deluxe $ 8.05
16" Deluxe $11.85

Fast... Free
Delivery

Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Onions, Anchovies,
Green Peppers, Olives,
Sausage, Ground Beef,
Hot Peppers, Double
Cheese, Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $ .90 per item
16" pizza $1.35 per item

Call us.
654-3082
300 College Ave.

Prices do not include
applicable sales tax

Hours:
4:30pm-2:00am M.-Th.
11:00am-3:00 Fri.-Sat.
11:00am-2:00 Sunday
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Our drivers carry less
than $10.00.
Limited delivery area

2 free cups of Pepsi
with any pizza,
just ask.

We use only 100% real
dairy cheese.
©1982 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

$100

$1.00 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: Feb. 4, 1982
Fast, Free Delivery
300 College Ave.
Phone: 654-3082
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Fast, Free Delivery
300 College Ave.
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WHERE YOU LIVE
SAYS WHO YOU ARE...

THE FRAME
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more satisfying and saves
you up to 15%. we also
do custom framing.
Hours: Monday-Friday 10-6
Saturday 10-1
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308 College Avenue
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Hartwell Dam project
could begin in February
Repair work could begin as early at Feb. 1
on the lower Clemson Diversion Dam on
Lake Hartwell between the campus water
treatment plant and the East Bank recreation area.
The Savannah District, U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, awarded a $2.8 million contract to Bencor Corp. of Dallas, Texas, to
repair the dam, which has been having seepage problems.
Corps officials met with university officials Jan. 26 to brief them on the plans.
According to Corps spokesman Ron
Ruffennach, the dam is not dangerous, and
the seepage problem is more of a nuisance

than a safety hazard. Short term measures
have been taken several times to ease the
problem, but the engineers say the current
work will be a permanent solution.
Huge trenches will be dug in the earthen
dam and filled with concrete. When completed, the concrete sections will form a
continuous cutoff wall the length of the
dam.
Ruffennach said the work will take 16 to
18 months. The dam and a small area behind it will be fenced in. Access to the top
of the dam, a popular jogging trail, will be
prohibited, but the work will not affect the
East Bank swimming area and picnic area.
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This map of the dam area shows where construction will take place sometime next
month.
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a piece of the pie!
OPEN HOUSE FOR STUDENTS AND
FACULTY
Holiday Inn, Rts. 76 &
HATE

Thurs., Feb. 4

JME 6:30-9:30 PM PLACE

All Electrical and Mechanical Engineering and
Computer Science students and faculty are cordially invited to attend. Displays and literature
about the high technology, state-of-the-art programs and products of the Fortune 500 Harris
Corporation will be available. Engineers and technical managers from Harris divisions will be pres-

123 Patio and Garden Room

-

ent to answer any questions and discuss career
opportunities with graduating seniors and advanced degree candidates.
Refreshments will be served. Join us.

On campus interviews: prj

FEB 5
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History course offers university concept
by Dana Hanson
editor in chief
This semester the history department is
trying to bring to students the concept of
what a university means through its firsttime-offered course, History of Higher
Education and Clemson (History 100).
Jerome V. Reel, vice provost, said, "The
course, which is still in its experimental
state, is an attempt to provide to the student
an understanding of the historical origins of
the university as a concept and how in its
history Clemson University is part of that
concept."
Already, 70 students, ranging from
freshmen to people auditing the course to
members of student government, are enrolled
in the course.
Much of the material is taught, Reel said,
through the use of speakers and documents
—something that he said makes the course
interesting. When Clemson University
enters the course material, so does the textbook, one which was written by Clemson's
own Wright Bryan—"Clemson: An Informal History of the University 1889-1979."
Reel explained that the book was chosen
because it is well-shaped and keenly written. 'It helps the student understand
Clemson's relationship with South Carolina
and the United States during the continual
development from college to university."
Special lectures will be provided by
Robert S. Lambert, professor of history
and specialist in American colonial and

federal history, E. M. Lander, alumni professor of history and, according to Reel,
one of the foremost authorities on South
Carolina history, and Wright Bryan, whose
lectures will draw specifically from his days
as a boy growing up in the area and his days
as a student.
Among the material dealt with before
Clemson's introduction into the course is
the emergence of an institution that
preserves the past research and hopefully,
Reel said, discovers new material and combines both in teaching young people.
The course works its way from the
establishment of the University of Bologna
to the rise of humanism in the 15th century

to the scientific concern of research in
universities during the middle ages. •
It also deals with the American movement of higher education, noting the bases
of Harvard and William and Mary, the two
oldest schools in the United States. Some
time later is spent on the emergence of
state-supported schools and the need for
scientific and technological education.
Therefore, it looks at the European
educated Thomas Green Clemson and his
laboring for a scientific college with an
agricultural mission.
But the course takes a look at student life
as well, beginning with Phi Beta Kappa
society in 1776, given to social intercourse

and "one of the earliest societies to transcend the walls of any one campus and
become national in scope," according to
Reel. The path leads to the American
fraternity movement.
Other activities covered include the
growth of intercollegiate athletics around
the mid 19th century to the rise of student
government, primarily 20th century. "A
look is taken at student life and how it has
oscilated back and forth between regulated
and unregulated," Reel said.
It's also a very focused course, one that
Reel hopes is the kind of class students will
want.

Cooper Library receives donation

Wright Bryan

photo by Michael L. Puldy

The Robert Muldrow Cooper Library
now has in its possession more than 40
volumes of the recorded proceedings of the
American Society of Newspaper Editors as
the result of their contribution by alumnus
Wright Bryan.
Bryan, who served as president of the
society in 1953, announced the contribution
Jan. 16 at the 75th anniversary luncheon of
The Tiger. He is a former editor of The
Tiger and graduated in 1926. He spent the
following 27 years working for the Atlanta
Journal, serving in the later years as editor.
He then went to the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
The books are not texts, but rather
unabridged records of what was said at the

annual meetings. "These scholarly works
will be useful because of discussion of such
topics as Freedom of Information, confidentiality of sources and journalistic
ethics," Bryan said.
They reflect the thoughts of journalists
through the years.
Joe Boykin, director of the library, said
the major value the volumes will contribute
to the university is in the English department. "They'll allow students in journalism
to see how editors over a span of time have
viewed their art," he said.
But they are also valuable from a
historical viewpoint, Boykin said, since
Bryan served as president of the society.
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Presents...
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Closet Sale"
2 for 1 Sale
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MERCHANDISE
Thursday, Friday
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Jan. 28-29-30th
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Room application deadiine
occurs after spring break
During the week of March 24-April 2,
presently enrolled students will be given the
opportunity to submit room applications
for the 1982-83 year. After April 2, priority
will be given to incoming students.
In addition to changing the room reservation period to after spring break instead of
before, another major change has been
made. This year no room assignments will
be made on the basi& of the time of day an
application is submitted.
Top priority will still be given according
to class status; however, the applications
received on any given day will be numbered
at random. This will determine the order in
which the room assignments will be made.
This lottery system has been adopted in
order to eliminate early morning lines in

front of Mell Hall, said Almeda Boettner,
associate director of housing. She also
feels that this method will be fairer to the
students who are unable to get their reservations in early, such as the nursing and
education students who are doing their
practical training off-campus.
Room reservation material will be
available March 1. A $75 advance payment
must be submitted with each application
during reservation week. Each student must
submit his own application.
Students presently residing in university
housing will receive information through
their resident or assistant dorm supervisor.
Students living off-campus wishing to submit applications can pick them up at Mell
Hall around March 1.
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EVENTS
JANUARY 1982 '
29-30—Edgar's: Moonpie, 9 p.m., admission $1.
29-30—Exhibit: Photography by B. J. Backitis; Union Gallery; open
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Saturday, 2-5 p.m. Sunday.
30—Women's Basketball: Tennessee-Chattanooga, Littlejohn Coliseum, 7:30 p.m.
31—Free Flick: "Benji," YMCA Theater, 8 p.m.
31—Eaton-Freeman Piano Competition, Daniel Hall Auditorium, 3 p.m.
FEBRUARY 1982
1—Women's Basketball: Tennessee Tech, Littlejohn Coliseum, 7:30 p.m.
3—Last day to drop a course without record.
3—Film: "The Culinary Art of Japan," part of Japanese Film Series IV;
100 Lee Hall; 4 p.m.
3—French play, given by students; Daniel Hall Auditorium; 8 p.m.
3—Men's Basketball: NC State, Littlejohn Coliseum, 8 p.m.
4—Film: "The Deer Hunter," part of a series of classic, European,
and cult films presented by Five Directions Cinema; Lee Hall
Auditorium; 7:30 p.m.; admission by season ticket or individual
ticket ($3).
7—Free Hick: "Pretty Baby," YMCA Theater, 8 p.m.
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The Tiger
positions open for writers and photographers
Suite 907, Student Union Building/656-2150
LEE HALL AUD.
THURSDAYS, 7:30s p.m.s
SEASON TICKETS 12/ 15
OR
INDIVIDUAL TICKETS s3

Tiger Coin-Laundry
OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK
7 a.m.-11 p.m.

75* Wash
25* Dry
(same as old prices)

ALL NEW
ORANGE EQUIPMENT

BEST PICTURE
BEST DIRECTOR
BEST ACTOR
BEST ACTRESS

ROBERT DENIRO
FEB. 4; 7:30
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Feb. 11

Mar. 4

WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF?

POLANSKI'S

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
RICHARD BURTON
Feb. 18
BUNUEL'S

BERGMAN'S

THAT OBSCURE
OBJECT OF DESIRE
FERNANDO REY
Feb. 25

BREAKER
MORANT

COMPLETELY REMODELED

MERYL STREEP

MACBETH
Mar. 11

AUTUMN SONATA
LIV ULLMAN
INGRID BERGMAN

;

Mar. 25
FASSBINDER'S

THE MARRIAGE OF
MARIA BRAUN

FOR TICKETS OR INFORMATION CONTACT JOHN ROMEISER (656-3069),
CAROL WARD (3421), MARK CHARNEY (3221)
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History course offers university concept
by Dana Hanson
editor in chief
This semester the history department is
trying to bring to students the concept of
what a university means through its firsttime-offered course, History of Higher
Education and Clemson (History 100).
Jerome V. Reel, vice provost, said, "The
course, which is still in its experimental
state, is an attempt to provide to the student
an understanding of the historical origins of
the university as a concept and how in its
history Clemson University is part of that
concept."
Already, 70 students, ranging from
freshmen to people auditing the course to
members of student government, are enrolled
in the course.
Much of the material is taught, Reel said,
through the use of speakers and documents
—something that he said makes the course
interesting. When Clemson University
enters the course material, so does the textbook, one which was written by Clemson's
own Wright Bryan—"Clemson: An Informal History of the University 1889-1979."
Reel explained that the book was chosen
because it is well-shaped and keenly written. 'It helps the student understand
Clemson's relationship with South Carolina
and the United States during the continual
development from college to university."
Special lectures will be provided by
Robert S. Lambert, professor of history
and specialist in American colonial and

federal history, E. M. Lander, alumni professor of history and, according to Reel,
one of the foremost authorities on South
Carolina history, and Wright Bryan, whose
lectures will draw specifically from his days
as a boy growing up in the area and his days
as a student.
Among the material dealt with before
Clemson's introduction into the course is
the emergence of an institution that
preserves the past research and hopefully,
Reel said, discovers new material and combines both in teaching young people.
The course works its way from the
establishment of the University of Bologna
to the rise of humanism in the 15th century

to the scientific concern of research in
universities during the middle ages. •
It also deals with the American movement of higher education, noting the bases
of Harvard and William and Mary, the two
oldest schools in the United States. Some
time later is spent on the emergence of
state-supported schools and the need for
scientific and technological education.
Therefore, it looks at the European
educated Thomas Green Clemson and his
laboring for a scientific college with an
agricultural mission.
But the course takes a look at student life
as well, beginning with Phi Beta Kappa
society in 1776, given to social intercourse

and "one of the earliest societies to transcend the walls of any one campus and
become national in scope," according to
Reel. The path leads to the American
fraternity movement.
Other activities covered include the
growth of intercollegiate athletics around
the mid 19th century to the rise of student
government, primarily 20th century. "A
look is taken at student life and how it has
oscilated back and forth between regulated
and unregulated," Reel said.
It's also a very focused course, one that
Reel hopes is the kind of class students will
want.

Cooper Library receives donation

Wright Bryan
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The Robert Muldrow Cooper Library
now has in its possession more than 40
volumes of the recorded proceedings of the
American Society of Newspaper Editors as
the result of their contribution by alumnus
Wright Bryan.
Bryan, who served as president of the
society in 1953, announced the contribution
Jan. 16 at the 75th anniversary luncheon of
The Tiger. He is a former editor of The
Tiger and graduated in 1926. He spent the
following 27 years working for the Atlanta
Journal, serving in the later years as editor.
He then went to the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
The books are not texts, but rather
unabridged records of what was said at the

annual meetings. "These scholarly works
will be useful because of discussion of such
topics as Freedom of Information, confidentiality of sources and journalistic
ethics," Bryan said.
They reflect the thoughts of journalists
through the years.
Joe Boykin, director of the library, said
the major value the volumes will contribute
to the university is in the English department. "They'll allow students in journalism
to see how editors over a span of time have
viewed their art," he said.
But they are also valuable from a
historical viewpoint, Boykin said, since
Bryan served as president of the society.
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During the halftime ceremonies at
Littlejohn last Saturday to laud the football team's recent success, President Atchley introduced himself to make a special
announcement of "historic importance,"
as he said. He was greeted by a round of
polite applause that was sprinkled with
some booing.
Those booing were no doubt students
who were anticipating that Atchley's intention was to announce another tuition
increase, but such fears were soon allayed,
for the grand news was that the representatives of the Clemson football team
would be going to the White House for an
audience with President Reagan.
I suspect that most of those who heard
Atchley's remarks got the impression that
those representing Clemson in Washington
would be members of the football team,
but au contraire, according to an item in
the Sunday edition of The Greenville
News, the Clemson party will be comprised of Coach Danny Ford, Athletic
Director Bill McLellan, and President Bill
Atchley, and one player, quarterback
Homer Jordan.
It seems a shame that more members of
the administration could not have been
given a berth on the delegation. After all,
when will any of these people who did so

rly represented in Washington

much to win us glory on the gridiron get a
chance like this again? The honor of
meeting the president of the United States
should have been more fairly distributed.
At least 11 members of the administrative
team should have made this trip for symbolic if not honorific reasons.
L. Toth

A rag
In 2'/2 years at Clemson, I have watched
The Tiger regress into a rag, with the
editors attempting virtually each week to
create an uproar over any issue, whether
the issue is trivial or not. The viewpoint
of Holly Hamor concerning the resumption of classes on Friday following the
snow, coupled with the editorial dealing
with the same (Tiger, Jan. 21, 1982), has
sunk The Tiger to a new low of journalistic integrity.
First, what justifies the editors' belief
that "most students would rather have
had Friday off than a day off to honor
the football team." Neither I nor most of
- my friends feel that way. Most of us con-

sidered two days of snowball throwing
and snowman building enough and were
ready to continue classes.
Second, I got the impression that the
editorial staff would have preferred to see
classes cancelled until every spot of snow
and ice had melted away, so that no student could complain about slippery conditions. Sorry, but I don't feel that way.
Sure, there was a lot of ice, but there was
also an abundance of crusty snow to
maneuver on. Although slippery, it was
by no means impossible to walk upon. All
of my classes Friday were rather full, so
apparently many others felt that walking
to class was possible. The commuters were
officially excused from classes, so all that
they missed was a little easily recovered
lecture material.
As for you, Miss Hamor, I don't think
much further comment is necessary. One
has only to read your viewpoint to realize
that the depth of your journalistic ability
is not very deep. In fact, I don't recall
reading a viewpoint of yours which I consider fair. You seem to derive some secret
thrill from criticizing our administration
every chance that you get. This reflects on
your maturity, or rather, lack of it. Obviously you revel in using childish sarcasm
to demean Bill Atchley. Speaking for ,

myself and others who have read your articles, Jan. 21st's Tiger makes us thank
God that you aren't on another university's newspaper staff—for their sake! For
our sake, we wish you were! Clemson
University could do without your whining
about anything you don't approve of.
Jeff Green

Clarification
This letter is to clarify two points of the
student senate article on page 3 of the
Jan. 21 issue of The Tiger.
Regarding the report of the University
Housing Committee: Apple Richardson,
not Committee Chairman Chase Foster,
determined the liability for the fraternity
house damages. Also, Fire Chief Owen,
not Foster, referred to B, C, D and E sections of Johnstone as "problem areas"
regarding the frequency of false fire
alarms. Foster only relayed the comments
to the senate.
Chase A. Foster
Chairman, University Housing Committee
Student Senate

Ill

p

Viewpoint

Archaic, illogical laws
harass state residents
by Kavin Taylor
staff writer

J
• >

Living most of my life in Atlanta, I
wasn't bothered too much by blue laws.
Sure, one couldn't buy liquor on Sundays, at least not by the bottle. And yes,
some stores did choose to close on Sundays, even in Atlanta. But the stores closed
of free will and not because some outdated law deemed staying open illegal.
But here in South Carolina—well, let's
just say things are different.
I tried to find out some things about
blue laws, but no one seems to know too
much about them. The Office of Consumer Affairs in Columbia knew what
they were but didn't know any specifics.
They said local sheriff's departments were
in charge of enforcement.
I called the Pickens County Sheriff's
Department, and after being transferred to
many different people, none of which
knew anything about blue laws, I was put
in touch with someone named Tim
Morgan.
When I asked Morgan about specifics,
such as how new laws affected what could
and could not be sold, he said, quite
frankly, he did not know. He did know
liquor couldn't be sold, except at private
clubs. He also knew that Winn-Dixie, or
any other store could have only three employees work on Sunday.
Theaters can stay open because they
have restaurant licenses. How necessary
popcorn is to the survival of mankind I'll
never know.
But let's face it. How logical are blue

laws?
What does one do on Sunday anyway?
Go to church? For 12 hours? Study? All
day? This is the 20th century. Browsing is
restful, even if prices are outrageous. Being able to buy a shirt is not going to lead
to my moral corruption.
' I know what you are thinking. What
about the people who have to work on
Sunday? Many college students can't
work during the week. If they can't work
on Sunday because of blue laws, that
leaves but Saturday. Employers might hire
for weekends, but the majority of employers won't hire for just one day a
week. I'm sure that a lot of students
would jump at the chance to work
weekends, and work means taxes, and
taxes fund government, etc., etc.
And who decides what can and can't be
bought anyway? I was once told you
couldn't buy pantyhose on Sundays. But
someone told me it depends on what store
you go to.
Morgan told me he didn't know what
could be sold. Besides, he told me that
most people cared more about robbers
than if someone bought pantyhose on
Sunday. I find that hard to believe. After
all, there has to be a reason for banning
the sale to begin with, something like
wanton sexuality, I'm sure.
But if they aren't going to enforce
them, why have them at all?
Someone told me that you could buy a
Playboy magazine on Sunday, but you
couldn't buy a Bible. Now that is what I
call protecting the moral fiber of America.

50RRY; SI*,- YOU CANir
BUY THOSE ON SUNDAY/
Bur WE H/\V£ UOT5 OF
OTHER GOOD STUFF...
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CLEMSON NAUTILUS
FITNESS CENTER, INC.
17 Nautilus Machines,
Whirlpool, Steam,
Aerobic Dance Classes,
Shower and Locker
Facilities, Nursery

%

M.OOOFF
EVERY ALBUM
THE STORE

28,1982
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%

(except used LPs)

FRIDAY
ONLY
January 29
10 A.M.-6 P.M.

LADIES' DAYS:
Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday
8 a.m.-9 p.m.

TDK SA C-90's
$3.59 each
(while supplies last)
Friday only

112 D Sloan St.
Clemson

MEN'S DAYS:
Monday, Wednesday,
Friday
6 a.m.-lO p.m

654-6910

**

4>

LOCATED IN LAKEVIEW MALL
(Next to Winn-Dixie and Eckerd's)
123 Bypass
Clemson, S.C. • Phone 654-3066

MORE FOR YOU IN '82
SAVE EVERY MON.-TUES.-WED. IN FEB.
,flHk
FROM 12 NOON TIL 9 PM ^^

FREE PIZZA

W

FREE PIZZA

DINE IN ONLY

BUY ONE 10" PIZZA YOUR CHOICE
GET SECOND 10" PIZZA SAME VALUE

*»
**

FREE
ONLY AT CHANELO'S
107 COLLEGE AVE. • 654-6990

I
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Crisis Ministries handles modern problems
by Tim Hall
features editor

t
I

Editor's note: This story is the first in a three-part
series dealing with Archie Morgan and the Crisis Ministries
in Anderson.
The small, cramped office belies the impact the
organization has had upon thousands of lives. But, since its
inception in 1969, Crisis Ministries has dealt with many
societal problems including juvenile crime, rape, wife and
child abuse, suicide, drug addiction and cult phenomenon.
Crisis Ministries also produces a radio talk show and offers
a job placement service.
Consisting of two full-time staffers and 18 volunteers,
Crisis Ministries received over 17,000 phone calls from people seeking assistance, worked with 180 runaways, made
3,535 personal contacts and handled 257 suicide threats in
1981. Additionally, the Anderson-based group investigated
43 cases of wife or child abuse and 16 rape cases in the past
year.
"Our volunteers put in 8,614 hours last year. All of
our volunteers have had 60 hours of crisis training," said
Archie Morgan, director of the Crisis Ministries. According
to Morgan, most of the volunteers are college students majoring in psychology or sociology and use their work with
the group as field training.
Crisis Ministries is largely funded by churches in the
Upstate, the United Way and individual contributors.
"We're an interdenominational group. We receive
funding from eight different denominational groups ranging from the Roman Catholic Church to the Church of
God," said Morgan. He added that although he is an ordained Methodist minister, "We never tell anybody our
denomination unless they ask."
Morgan is the founder and driving force behind Crisis
Ministries. Before coming to Anderson in 1969, he worked
with the Cherokee and Sioux Indians and the Hell's Angels
motorcycle gang in Kansas City, Kan.
Morgan, 51, graduated from Wofford College with a
Physical Education degree and coached for two years.
After that, a variety of occupations led him to Bell and
Howell, where he sold audio-visual equipment. During this
time he learned judo, became a paramedic and in 1963,
organized a rescue squad in Belton, his hometown. It was

Archie Morgan

photo by Tim Had

Morgan's paramedic sideline that convinced him to begin
full-time social work.
"I wasn't satisfied with Bell and Howell. There was
still something lacking. Then I went to Knoxville, Tenn.,
with a youth group from my church. While I was there I
found a kid I thought had died in a car wreck. By all means
she should have died," said Morgan. This incident profoundly affected Morgan, and after a discussion with his
minister, he began social work with the church.
Much of the work with Crisis Ministries is initiated by
a telephone call to the office where Morgan, or one of his
volunteers, constantly monitor the phone. Morgan's large
wooden desk, complete with an advanced phone system
and police monitor, occupies half the office. Covering the
back wall are public service awards presented to Crisis
Ministries by groups ranging from the Sertoma Club to the
International Students' Club. On the far wall hangs a large

wooden cross—ornamented by a white plastic dove—that
evidences the rough start Morgan had in Anderson.
"When I first came to Anderson I opened a coffee
house in the black section of town. I wanted to reach those
people. Christ was in the streets teaching people. You've
got to show Christianity instead of talk it," he said.
But according to Morgan, some elements of Anderson
society disagreed.
"The Ku Klux Klan burned a cross in my yard. I was
shot at, and my daughter was run off the road. The cross on
my wall is one that the Klan tried to burn in my yard."
At first the Ministries worked almost exclusively with
juveniles, and work with juvenile offenders has remained a
focal point for the organization.
"Kids relate to us; they trust us. But we had a tough
time building trust," said Morgan.
Crisis Ministries is a member of the National Runaway
Hotline. The Ministries are permitted to retain a minor for
24 hours before notifying anyone of the minor's presence.
After this period, the Ministries gives the minor the option
of leaving if he desires to, but according to Morgan, they
have never had one walk out.
Youthful offenders, those under 16, also receive
assistance from the center.
"We can go in and talk to any juvenile locked up for
more than three hours and, unless the charge is murder,
robbery, or rape, we will check them out [of jail] and be
responsible for their appearance at their hearing," said
Morgan.
If the juvenile is sentenced to an institution, Crisis
Ministries does a monthly follow-up on him.
Morgan and members of his organization attend rock
concerts where, Morgan says, "when we see kids about to
get busted or pass out, we try to get them out of the concert
first."
Sometimes his work with juveniles has its lighter
moments. Morgan recounted an incident that involved a
runaway girl from a prominent family. The cause—a
disagreement between mother and daughter over make-up.
Occasionally, reality becomes insanity.
"Not too long ago I held a 14-year-old runaway's hand
in the emergency room while they sewed her up. She had
been gang-banged by nine truck drivers on 1-85," said
Morgan.
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TO ENTER:
SEE THE HERFF JONES COLLEGE RING
SPECIALIST DURING THE RING PROMOTION!

GLASS OF 1933 This is your
first chance to order your
Glemson Class Ring.
Feb. 9-10-11
Bookstore 9 to 4*30
$20.00 Deposit

r^iiauons apply « »™»°<'» **Wed «•"nn«f '«*«* ol ,ne """
muil b. consented >o By paieni w gvai*»n Fwih»™m«oi™pnre
wmntr urn) a lumped sen addressed env.co* ID Cdj'gei —
Indy Stmepslakei- Wmnef. H.rtl Jotws Co. Merteuno Donimi
1411 N Carprioi A«ntie, IndanjipoM. Ind*na 46202 .Mr ApiU 30.
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rtadmwona. Owyilef Corocitlon. Rosa Boy AdverWing Agency and
•>. Alaska and Puerto Rco VOID

sat
sun~mon~tues
s
STUDY HALL
DELUXE pizzas
at 1975
small 5.65
medium J5.65
large
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HERFF JONES

Dtoltlon of Cirnat/on Comptny

654-3692
SERVING CLEMSON SINCE 1964
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Yugoslavian chorus impresses audience
_.

by Donna Choplin
staff writer

photo by Rob Biggerstaff

Musicians accompany the singers of the Branko Krsmanovich chorus's performance
in Tiliman Auditorium Wednesday evening. The Yugoslavian group sang both classical
and folk songs in their well-received show.

The Branko Krsmanovich Chorus of
Yugoslavia presented a tremendous performance in the renovated Tiliman Auditorium on Wednesday, Jan. 27. The concert
was part of the music department's 42nd
annual Concert Series.
The performance by the group, which officially is called the Academy Chorus of
Belgrade, was enjoyable. The chorus' vocal
range was extreme, and they exhibited great
control over their volume.
The group began with Mozart's "Ave
Verum Corpus " and shyly proceeded to
"The Holy Liturgy of St. John." The tenor
and bass solos in this piece were impressive,
and the audience was stirred as the first part
of the program closed with "Fourth
Religious Verse."
The audience seemed more receptive during the second part when the chorus sang
two spirituals, "I Wanna Be Ready" and
"In Dat Great Gittin'-up Mornin'." In
turn, the chorus began to warm up to the
crowd.
The last song of part two, "Missa
Criolla," featured the first instrumental accompaniment consisting of a bass, man-

^rJin c*>\;*»ral
anitnrs and
dolin,
several guitars
and drill
drums. Prior to
this Spanish piece the songs were performed
a capella in keeping with the Yugoslavian
tradition. By the end of the song, the
audience and the chorus were mutually
pleased, and an encore of "Gloria" was
given.
The third and final part featured a
parade of singers in different native
Yugoslavian costumes. Audience interest
was sparked even further as baritone,
soprano and contralto soloists performed.
The instrumental improvisations on folk
themes were enjoyable, and the clarinet and
accordion solos were particularly impressive. The audience called for two encores, and the chorus readily responded
with several renditions of previously performed pieces.
The concert was conducted by Darinka
Matich-Marovich who has conducted four
United States tours. The maestro elicitted
unbelievable tones and volume from the
chorus and directed a stunning performance. According to Matich-Marovich, the
group is geared to give the utmost possible
to each concert. The discipline exercised by
the entire group in presenting a concert of
such magnitude was enjoyed by all.

Record review

Blondie's Destri releases
creative force with solo
by Kavin Taylor
staff writer
For years reviewers have been telling the
public that the main creative force behind
the group Blondie has been the team of
Debbie Harry and Chris Stein. After hearing Jimmy Destri's first solo album, I think
someone has been trying to fool the public,
and until now they have succeeded, at least
with me.
From the very beginning of the album I
thought I had heard the songs before but
found it hard to place the lyrics with a
group or solo performer; there was just a
feeling of having heard the song, even
though I knew this was an album of allnew, unreleased material. This feeling is
what makes the album terrific, what makes
it the best thing Blondie, or a member of
Blondie, has produced in several years.
All songs are written by Destri, and it is
here that it is possible to find just how
much he has done for Blondie. Lyrics from
some of his earlier songs pop up here and
there, words that don't really mean much,
except to point out that Destri was a major
part of the success of Blondie.
But the album wasn't done entirely
without the help of other Blondie members.
Clem Burke, the group's drummer, add^his
indelible style on the drums to this album,
and Stein helps out on guitar in "Little
Metal Drummer," along with playing harmonica. Harry helps out Destri by doing
back-up vocals.

"Bad Dreams" starts the album, sounding like a mid-70 s David Bowie production, complete with synthesizer and fading
vocals. This cut starts the thought that you
have heard the songs before, and each successive song further implants the idea.
Further on the first side is "My Little
World," a song which shows the influence
the Beatles have had on post-60 s groups.
Lazy, lazy lyrics combine with fantastic
keyboards to form a song that reminds me
of John Lennon—terribly haunting, almost
to the point of plagiarism.
Side one ends with an untitled, unlisted
song that skillfully links side one to side
two. This song is like the opening to side
two, "Little Metal Durmmer," but is more
like a reprisal than an introduction.
"Little Metal Drummer" can best be
described as a spaced-out, jumpy theme to
a futuristic grade-B western. Predominately
instrumental, it is one of my favorites.
" The King of Steam" starts with a
drum-beat that vaguely resembles something the B-52's might have done in their
more creative moments but ends up sounding
like a Chicago tune,or was it Simon and
Garfunkel?
The keyboards to "Under the Ice" remind me of "Angels on the Balcony," off
of Blondie's "Autoamerican."
If the members of Blondie do decide to
go their own way, 1 think that Jimmy Destri
has certainly proven he has the ability to
make a mark on the music world. Let's
hope it's a big one.

Piano competition to be held Sunday
The 12th annual Lena Brayton EatonCarrie Hutchins Freeman Piano competition will be held this Sunday, Jan. 31, at
3 p.m. in Daniel Hall Auditorium.
The competiton is open to any Clemson
student and awards a first prize of $100.
The award was made possible by a gift to
the university by the late Howard L.
Hunter, who was dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences from 1947 to 1969. The
gift was made in memory of Lena Brayton
Eaton and Carrie Hutchins Freeman, both
former piano teachers in the Clemson community. Contestants will play two or three

selections of classical music by the composer of their choice.
According to Edwin Freeman, director of
the competition, entries are still being accepted, with five entrants so far. Applications may be obtained from the Clemson
University department of music, 717 Strode
Tower.
The award winner will be recognized at
the Honors and Awards Day Convocation
on April 7, 1982, and will be asked to be a
part of that program. Admission to the
competition is free and is open to the
public.

Richard Ringeinsen and Jan Haskell of the Clemson Little Theater prepare for their
parts in "Beginner's Luck," which is presented this weekend at the Central Cultural
Center.

'Beginner's Luck' opens
at Clemson Little Theater
The Clemson Little Theater will present
the comedy "Beginner's Luck" from Jan.
28 through 30 at 8 p.m. and Jan. 31 at
2:30 p.m. in the Central Cultural Center.
Tickets are $4 for adults and $2 for
children and students.
"Beginner's Luck," written by Norman
Barasch and Carroll Moore, is the story of
a married businessman whose first attempt
at infidelity is interrupted by a fire in his
secretary's apartment. Divorce results,
and the wife soon finds a lover of her own,
but the situation is far from resolved.
Several of the cast have close' ties with
the university. The role of the unfaithful
husband is played by Richard Ringeisen of

the mathematical science department.
Clemson graduate Jan Haskell, who has
previously been working with the Clemson
Players, is the unhappy wife; and cooperative secretary Theresa Hplt is the other
woman.
Additional cast members include
Richard Fralich as the wife's new lover
and Steven Miller as the window washer.
Directing the play is Cindy Allen with
assistance from Donna Slavin, a university student.
The Central Cultural Center is on
Church St., beside the Firehall in
downtown Central.
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Ken's Pizza Luncheon Specials
llam-4pm Monday thru Friday
Any "SINGLE"* Thin Crust Pizza (up to three
toppings, please) and one trip to our
salad bar

$2.59
*2.99
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pizu One coupon
(
Ofltt not good with other promotions or

Any Deluxe "SINGLE"0 Thin Crust Pizzai and
one trip to our salad bar

Choice of Ken's luncheon-size Spaghetti or
Rigatoni and one trip to our salad bar. . . ti.^ ^iTk
Choice of Ken's famous Ham & Cheese or
Submarine sandwich and one trip to our
salad bar

»««!;?

KEN'S PIZZA
BUD NIGHT-

nS9
*2.29

FRIDAY, JAN. 29,
The Light Lunch—Unlimited excursions to
ONLY
our salad bar and regular soft drink....
BUY ANY MEDIUM
A "SINGLE" is a 7 inch Ken's pizza that's
OR LARGE
the perfect size, taste and price for one person.
PIZZA, AND GET
FIRST PITCHER
A world of good taste.
Right at your fingertips. OF BUDWEISER
pizza
FREE!

kens
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SPECIAL PREVIEW SHOWING
Friday, Jan. 29. Check your local
listings for theatres and showtimes
The East German border:
836 miles of barbed-wire walls, automated machine guns,
armed guards, and deadly land mines.
On Septemter 15, 1979 two families tried to cross it.

I
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CROSSING
A true story.

NIGHT CROSSING
starring JOHN HURT, JANE ALEXANDER, GLYNNIS O'CONNOR,
DOUG McKEON and BEAU BRIDGES Also starring IAN BANNEN
written by JOHN McGREEVEY Music by JERRY GOLDSMITH
Produced by TOM LEETCH Executive Producer RON MILLER
Directed by DELBERT MANN From WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS
TECHNICOLOR * LENSES AND PANAFLEX » CAMERA BY PANAVISION®

IUHE
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SOME MATERIAL MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOP CHILDREN

L

Released by BUENA VISTA DISTRIBUTION CO., INC. © 1982 Walt Disney Productions
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McGuffey Lane starts on road to success
by Julie Walters
staff writer

McGuffey Lane will be appearing with
the Atlanta Rhythm Section in the Feb. 5
concert scheduled to appear at Littlejohn
Coliseum.
Although McGuffey Lane is hardly a
household name, around their Columbus,
Ohio, home the group has achieved a level
of success rivaled only by the most prominent national artists. They independently
released a self-produced album in 1980,
which sold 40,000 copies regionally and
ranked as the number-one album in Columbus
for many weeks. After hearing of the attention McGuffey Lane was attracting in
Ohio, Acto signed the band to a worldwide
recording contract and re-released the first
album.
The group's roots extend back to the early
'70s when the band was a duo consisting of
guitarist Terry Efaw and bassist/vocalist
Stephin Reis. The pair called themselves

McGuffey Lane, the name of Stephen's
home street in Athens, Ohio. With the addition of guitarist /vocalist Bob McNelley,
they became a successful folk trio.
But, just as the success of the group did
not stop growing, neither did the size. Next'
to join the group was Stephen "Tebes"
Douglas on harmonica, keyboard and
vocals, followed by guitarist/vocalist John
Schwab. This year drummer/percussionist/
vocalist Dave Rangeler joined the group.
Over the past four years the group's success has skyrocketed. Following Acto's
release of the album, McGuffev Lane embarked on its first national tour. The group'
was the special guest of Charlie Daniels at;
the annual Volunteer Jam in Nashville,
Tennessee.
The tremendous response to the release
of McGuffey Lane's second album, "Aqua
Dreams," confirms that the group is indeed emerging as one of the truly great new
American bands of the '80 s.

If you are
654-3000

Zt

INFLATION FIGHTERS
SPECIAL
Mon.-Fri. Lunch
Get One Slice of
Pizza and 12-oz. Coke
For Only $1.00
c
25 Draft from 11 am 'til 5 pm

a Senior
Nursing
Student
in a BSN, NLN accredited
program, the Air Force has an
opportunity just for you.

r

The Nurse Internship Program provides five months training designed
to foster the concept of independent practice in the clinical setting.
Nurses selected to participate in
this program receive a direct commission as a Second Lieutenant in
the Air Force Nurse Corps. Salary is
commensurate with rank and comparable to many civilian positions.
Air Force nursing can mean a new
life for you.
Contact

MSgt. Bob Reesler
741 Bultman Dr., Suite 18
Sumter, SC 29150
Call collect (803) 775-1819

3503 USAFRG NM 80-9
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Attention
Cave Explorers!
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Movies:

Y Movie: Blazing Saddles, thru
Jan. 30, 7, 9:15, & midnight, $1.50
Video: The Golden Age of Hollywood, Feb. 1-5, shown on request
in the Loggia
Y Movie: Taxi Driver, Feb. 1-3, 7 &
9:15 p.m., $1.50
Free Flick: Benji, Jan. 31, free
Y MOVie: SOB, Feb. 4-6,7 & 9:15 p.m.,
$1.50

Overnight
Spelunking trip
in Lost Sea Caves,
Feb.27-28

f
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Sweetwater, Tennessee
22—Sign up and details
at information Desk

Thegiriistt. The guy isataxidriver.
What happens to both of them will shock you.

ROBERT DENIRO

TAXI DRIVER
.-■?-S^ o|R|

CrigMi
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Coming Feb. 19,
Sugar Mountain Ski Trip,
watch for details.
How does a summer job in Ireland
or Great Britain sound?
It could all be possible. Visit with
the representatives from USIT and
BUNAC in the Loggia, Feb. 4,
9:30-4. For more details
call travel center, 1-4, Mon.-Thurs.

in the Art Gallery:

For union Programming
information with a
personal touch, call 2461.

Feb. 10 in Daniel
Auditorium,
8 p.m.

University union
Darkroom

Tickets $2 on
sale at union
ticket booth
beginning Feb. 1,
12-5 p.m.

Demonstration in
jewelry making
Cold-plated and silver with
semi-precious gems
Friday, Jan. 29
■■R19
^^^/vOUKUNiOH NIM

The Performing
Artist Series
presents:
Howard Hanger
Jazz Fantasy

•

Moonpie
tasty rock-n-roll
Friday and Saturday,$ Jan. 29 & 30,
9 P.M. 1
Local talent needed,
apply at Edgar's

cu

CLUB

■ JB ^^ ^^ mj^ Mg^ M ^^

CLEMSON

UNIVERSITY

UNION

Develop and print your own 35mm
black and white film
Hours are 4-10, Mon.-Thurs.,
2-6 on Sunday
Discount prices on black and white
and color slide film.
Photo contest coming up soon.
Details to come.

Coming up from
the union Travel
Committee
world's Fair weekend,
Sept. 3, 4, 5. Sign-up
deadline, April 24
Atlanta zoo Trip, April 3,
sign-up deadline, April 1
Magical Mystery Tour,
March 27, sign-up
deadline, March 12
For details on these and other
trips, call 2461 or come by
university Union information Desk.
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Basketball team drops conference games
by Keith Reeves
staff writer
The Tiger basketball team pulled its
record down to a 9-7 mark this week with
losses to the Duke Blue Devils and the
University of North Carolina.
On Saturday the Blue Devils rolled into
Littlejohn Coliseum and handed the Tigers
a 50-44 defeat. The loss dropped Clemson
to 2-5 in Atlantic Coast Conference play.
Poor shooting was the Tigers' main problem. They shot 17.6 percent in the first half,
and the second half wasn't much better as
they shot 33.3 percent to give themselves a
26-percent effort for the game.
Head coach Bill Foster had little to say
about his team's performance.
"Our shooting was poor," said Foster.
"But even though we were not shooting
well, our rebounding was much improved.
Our aggressiveness and enthusiasm were excellent."

the latter stages of the game.
"Taylor beat us some in the second
half," Foster said. "But we shut him down
in the first half. We had four or five defensive breakdowns in the second half that cost
us some points."
Clemson had a chance to tie the game
with 11:46 to go in the second half. They
were trailing 27-25 and had four chances to
pull even with the Blue Devils. But they
were unable to score on any of the possessions, and Duke finally put the game out of
reach.
Foster, though not happy with his team's
shooting, was happy with their effort. "We
didn't shoot a lick, but we played hard," he
said.

*>

Blue Heaven
Wednesday night in Chapel Hill saw a
different Clemson team. The Tigers, playing some of their best basketball of the
year, lost to the number-two-ranked Tar
Heels, 77-72. The loss dropped their conference record to 2-6.
With only 9:52 left in the game, the
Clemson lead was nine points, but it
gradually slipped away. UNC took the lead
with three minutes left, 63-62, and never

>

Other aspects
In all other aspects of the game Clemson
played well. They out-rebounded the Blue
Devils, 46-32, which was something they
had not been able to do in other games this
year. Center Horace Wyatt led the team
with 12 rebounds, and forwards Fred
Gilliam and David Shaffer had 10 each.
Most of the rebounds were off the offensive boards, but the Tigers were unable to|
do anything with them because they also
missed their follow-up shots. "We were 0
for 10 on put-backs in the first half,"
Foster said.
The Tigers also played tough on defense.
Sophomore guard Vincent Hamilton managed to hold Duke guard Vince Taylor to
only four points in the first half. Taylor,
who is currently leading the ACC with a
19-point-per-game average, managed to
score 15 more points in the second half as a
result of Clemson being forced to foul in

lost it.

Hamilton was the Tigers' leading scorer,
with 20 points. He was also tied for top rebounder with Gilliam, each with five rebounds.
Senior Chris Dodds played possibly his
best basketball of the year as he scored 11
points and hit seven of eight from the free
throw line.
Wyatt had 11 points, and he managed to
grab three rebounds.
The Tigers shot 58 percent from the field
for the game, including a 68-percent second
half. They pulled down a total of 25 rebounds and held potential Ail-American
Worthy to only seven points.

photo by Michael L. Puldy

Clemson senior Horace Wyatt, 31, shoots for two during Atlantic Coast Conference
action in Littlejohn Coliseum Saturday. Poor Tiger shooting gave Duke a 50-44 win.

Freshman center provides height for Lady Tigers
by William Pepper
associate editor
The Lady Tigers traveled to Chapel Hill
Wednesday night to meet the Lady Tarheels
in an important Atlantic Coast Conference
game. The game took on extra importance
for freshman center Peggy Caple.
"All my family and friends will be at the
game. It will be the first time my mother
and father have seen me play in a college
game," Caple said earlier this week.
The native of Maxton, N.C., has started
14 of the Lady Tigers' 19 games. She was
averaging 6.3 points and 9.4 rebounds per
game going into Wednesday night's game.
At 6-4, Caple is the tallest Lady Tiger in the
history of the program.
Caple earned four letters in basketball at
Scotland High School. She also lettered in
track, softball and volleyball. During her
prep basketball career, she scored an
average of 18.5 points and grabbed 18 rebounds per game.
Recruited by North Carolina, NC State
and other schools, Caple chose Clemson
because of "the atmosphere and the people.
I thought I would be able to play here. Most
people want to go where they can play.
That is a lot better than going to a big-name
school and sitting on the bench," she said.
Head coach Annie Tribble was also a big
factor in Caple's decision. "She is a
mother, father and coach. She is everything
that a freshman needs. Coach (Jimmy)
Howell is great, too. He really works me,
and thatJs just what I need."
She said that academics was the most dif-

ficult adjustment for her. "It's hard to play
basketball and get the course work done.
We are on the road a lot. That causes me to
miss a lot of classes. I struggled last
semester, but I came through," she said.
The transition from high school to college basketball was a challenge for Caple.
"The college game is a whole lot more
physical. It's not like I am the only big person on the floor. I also had to adjust to the
30-second clock. The clock makes a big difference because you don't have all day to
get a shot off," she said.
Senior leadership
The seniors on the Lady Tiger team supply a good deal of leadership. "They keep
us pumped up, but they also help us stay in
control when things aren't going well," she
said.
Another source of inspiration for Caple
is the crowd. "When we are playing in
Littlejohn, and the crowd is making a lot of
noise, it helps fire us up, and it also hurts
the other team. The crowd may cause them
to slack up a little."
Injuries have hurt the Lady Tigers again
this season. Sophomores Denise Marshall
and Shelia Cobb and senior Annette Wise
have been sidelined with injuries. "Their injuries have really hurt us in a couple of
games, especially against Tennessee. (The
Lady Volunteers defeated the Lady Tigers
91-60 on Jan. 21.) If they were playing, we
would be awesome," Caple said.
The freshman has no problem preparing
for games against North Carolina teams. "I

want to beat every ACC team from North
Carolina. That's my home state, and I feel
like I have a lot to prove. 1 probably
shouldn't feel that way because those games
are just like any others."
"No-name freshman"
The freshman center feels that the
publicity given to Ail-American Barbara
Kennedy helps the team and herself. "The
7 attention makes the other teams key on her.
That lets us get into the game. It also helps
me because I am a 'no-name freshman.' No
one knows that much about me. I think that
I have been able to surprise a lot of teams,
especially NC State and Louisiana Tech."
During the season, the Lady Tigers practice about two hours a day with an occasional day off. In pre-season, weight train-

ing and running are heavily emphasized, according to Caple. "After the season is over,
I plan to go out and play in pick-up games
with the guys at Fike. Playing against guys
really helps you get tough," she said.
Pac-man fever
Off the court, Caple enjoys playing
games. "I am not the kind of person to go
out and party. Barbara Kennedy and I go
and play games like Pac-man. The social
life at Clemson is what you make it. You
have to go find it for yourself," she said.
The recreation and parks administration
major would like to play women's professional basketball after her college career is
over. "If there isn't a league when I'm
finished, I would like to coach girl's high
school basketball," she said.

SCOREBOARD
Jan. 21 through Jan. 21
Men's Basketball
Clemson, 44; Duke, 50
Clemson, 72; North Carolina, 77
Women's
Clemson,
Clemson,
Clemson,

Basketball
84; Duke, 59
63; Louisiana Tech, 68
68; North Carolina, 82

Men's Swimming
Clemson, 57; North Carolina, 56
Women's Swimming
Clemson, 44; North Carolina, 69
Wrestling
Tiger Duals Championship
Clemson, 22; UT-Chattanooga, 19
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Tiger tennis teams to be
tested in tournaments
by Sheryl Howie
staff writer
Disappointed. That is the way head
coach Chuck Kriese feels about his fourthranked men's tennis team's performance of
late. Since Jan. 1, the team has finished
three tournaments but has yet to show its
potential, according to Kriese.
Meanwhile the women have been practicing hard for their upcoming tournaments.
The Lady Tigers are the Atlantic Coast
Conference champions, but they will be
feeling the loss of Jody Trucks, a junior,
who was seriously injured in an auto accident this winter.
For the Tigers the first showing of the
new year was at the Marriotts-Palm Springs
Collegiate Invitational. The tournament included the top eight tennis teams in the
country, and Clemson finished fifth. This
was followed by the MGM Grand Collegiate tournament in Reno where, due to a
poor performance, Clemson did not
qualify. The last tournament was Jan. 22.
Three players were sent to the National Collegiate Indoor championships where, once

again, Clemson showed a very poor performance.
But while Kriese states his disappointment in his team's performance, he is quick
to point out that he is not discouraged. He
feels that this is the best team that he has
ever had.
"The players are just not playing up to
their potential," Kriese said.
According to Kriese, a bright spot in the
picture may be the appearance of Andy
Krantz. A transfer student from Arizona
State, Krantz was a Florida high school
state champion.
This weekend the men's tennis team will
be playing Harvard in the first round of the
National Indoor Collegiate Championship
in Los Angeles. Also slated to play in the
tournament are the University of Southern
California and UCLA.
The Lady Tigers have also had a busy
schedule with tournaments and traveling.
Jane Forman and Lori Miller saw action at
the Milwaukee Tennis Classic where
Forman advanced all the way to the semifinals, defeating All-American Kathy
O'Brien from UCLA along the way.

Head Hunters
■HWRSTYLISTS^—
BlOW CUtS

Body waves
654-2599

Clemson

photo by Rob Biggerstaff

Clemson sophomore Rick Rudeen hits a backhand during action last fall. The Tigers
have participated in three tournaments thus far this semester and are heading for
another, the Adidas/ ITCA National Intercollegiate Team Championships next week.

Victoria square

Women's Aglow Fellowship of Clemson

(Across from Post Office)

Luncheon at Legends Tues., Feb. 2, 1982
Buffet 11A.M. $4.25 per person Meeting 12:15

Student prices
WOMEN
MEN

s

8
$
7

BLOWN DRY EXTRA

MINORITY
COUNCIL
HAS POSITIONS
AVAILABLE FOR
AMERICAN
MINORITIES &
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
SIGN UP IN THE
STUDENT GOV'T OFFICE
INTERVIEWS WILL BE ON
1-3
3-5 P.M.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CALL REGINA MAKAPUGAY 8345

Please reserve by 1 P.M. Monday by Calling Vonnie Herczogh
at 882-0199 or Geraldine Carey at 646-3142. Claudia Turner
Wells, 1971 Miss South Carolina and 1971 Runner-up
Miss America, will be speaking.

PETITIONS AVAILABLE
FOR STUDENT BODY
ELECTIONS

if

• President
• Vice-President
• Trial Court
Pick them up at Student
Government Office today.
You must have them signed
and turned in by 5 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 12.

QUESTIONS?
Call: Ken Robinson at 7676
or Student Government
at 2195

'
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Grapplers pin championship of Tiger Duals
by Jim Gilstrap
staff writer
Head coach Wade Schalles' Tiger
wrestlers crushed four preliminary round
opponents and successfully avenged an
earlier season defeat by UT-Chattanooga
en route to the championship of the Tiger
Duals last Saturday.
The Tiger grapplers, now 11-4 on the
season, tuned up for Atlantic Coast Conference competition by whipping Jackson
State, 40-4; Norfolk State, 42-7; CarsonNewman, 40-8; and Central Florida, 49-0,
to advance to the tournament finals against
UT-Chattanooga. In a relatively close confrontation, the Tigers again won, 22-19.
Tiger wrestlers who claimed victories in
all five matches include John Warlick, in

the 134-lb. class; All-American Steve
Babyak, in the 150-lb. class; Mike Bell, in
the 158-lb. class; Greg Snyder, in the
167-lb. class; and Bob Isola in the unlimited
division.
Although the tournament was made up
of predominantly smaller colleges, Schalles
felt that his team benefited from the
matches, and he stressed the importance of
the Tiger Duals to wrestling.
"First of all, it was nice to have the
matches for the sake of getting the opportunity to wrestle some of the schools in the
South and giving those schools competition
to help keep the sport of wrestling going,"
Schalles said.
"The matches also gave our kids a break
in weight, meaning that some of them moved
up a weight class," he said. "The kids have

been down on their weights all year, and as
a result, some of them were getting the flu
and becoming sluggish."
Schalles also saw the Tiger Duals as a big
motivational factor for his squad.
"The tournament gave our kids an opportunity to beat up on somebody and
therefore gain extra confidence in themselves," he said. "It was a good wake-up
for us."
This weekend the Tiger grapplers head
into ACC combat against undefeated Duke
on Friday and seventh-ranked North
Carolina on Saturday. The Tigers will take
on the Blue Devils in Durham, N.C., while
the UNC match will be held at York High
School in Rock Hill. Both matches start at
7 p.m.
Schalles feels that his squad must be

equally prepared for both the Duke and
UNC matches.
"Duke is not a threat to us team-wise,
but they have a well-balanced squad and
could be a spoiler in the conference race,"
Schalles said. "We really need to run up the
score and beat the hell out of them because
how you do in regular season conference
play determines your seeding for the ACC
tournament.
"However, North Carolina is the big
match for us this weekend, and if I was a
betting man, I'd say that there would be a
5-5 split decision in the weight classes," he
said. "If that happens, our objective is to
lose the matches that we do lose by three
points or less. If that happens, we could
come out a winner."

Celebrate
Life!

HOW FAR CAN
YOU
£~\W lT^l 0%
^%|~4 W I
|_jl | M J £

Right now, you may be looking only as far as
graduation and your first job after that. But,
since that first job will lay the foundation of
what will become your career, you might want
to look down the road a little further.

fh\
Help the VS^J
March of Dimes
Fight
Birth Defects
JANUARY 1 thru FEBRUARY 28

Photo Bonus Days

Consider Fairchild MOS
When it comes to careers in the semiconductor industry,
take a long look at Fairchild MOS in San Jose. Not only do
we have a proven record of capital commitment to furthering MOS technology, but with our new 64K memory coming
on-line, we have already set our sights on the next
generation.
Last year, for example, we boosted R&D spending 50%.
At a time when other firms were cutting back.

We'll Look Out For You
So much for technology. What's it like to work with us?
We believe in your long-term growth. The facilities and
resources are here to let you take your ideas as far as you
can. Our decentralized management structure means your
contributions stand out. Decisions are made with all deliberate speed.
As part of the worldwide Schlumberger Limited family,
you'll be working with an organization whose stated mission is to collect, transmit, process and analyze data. Your
career growth within Fairchild MOS is determined only by
your ambition and abilities.

Can You See Yourself At Fairchild MOS?
On-Campus Interviews Thursday, February 4.
We're looking for people gaining degrees in Electronic Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Physics and Industrial
Engineering.
See your Placement Office for more details. Then, talk to
our representative.

FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company

MOS Division

t

Money-Saving

COUPONS
REPRINTS
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EACH

FROM COLOR NEGATIVES ONLY

SIZES 126-110-135
only

for 5x7 COLOR Enlargement
from Any Negative or Slide
LIMIT 3
Prints from Slides
or Print to Print
i

37* EACH
Sizes up to 3V2 X 5
only

1.97
for 8x10
COLOR Enlargement
from Color Negatives ONLY
LIMIT 3
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Swimmers stroke better than North Carolina
by Doug Campbell
staff writer
When Clemson swimming coach Bob
Boettner predicted a tough, tight meet with
the North Carolina men's team, he couldn't
have been more accurate. The Tarheels
came to Clemson the favorite to win the
conference, but the Tigers, 7-1 overall and
4-0 in conference competition, were not impressed and defeated the Heels, 57-56.
"It was a big meet. They were picked to
win the conference, and it was an upset of
sorts for us to win. It was a great effort,"
Boettner said.
According to Boettner, the turning point
of the meet was a one-two finish in the

200-yard butterfly by Clemson swimmers
Bob Kirchner and Mike LaBonge. "Our
butterfliers did a great job—showed great
improvement. UNC's had better times
going into the meet," he said.
Others instrumental in the Tiger victory
were the only Clemson double winner, Neil
Brophy, in the 500- and 1000-yard freestyles; Keith Emery, winner of the 50-yard
freestyle and second-place finisher in the
100-yard freestyle; and divers Ed Jolley and
Roland McDonald, Jolley winning the
three-meter board competiton and placing
second on the one-meter board and
McDonald reciprocating with a win on the
one-meter board and a second in the threemeter board competition.

The Lady Tiger swimmers, 4-2 overall
and 2-1 in conference competition, had a
tougher time, losing 69-44 to a UNC team
that finished third nationally last year and
lost no one from that team. "The UNC
women should finish in the top three—maybe
even as national champions," said Boettner.
"The girls swam well too, especially the
sprinters. We were really proud of their effort," Boettner said. "We gave them a
tough meet."
Leading the Lady Tigers' effort were
JoAnna Blythe, winning the 1000-yard
freestyle; Dana Zonnevylle, winner of the
50-yard freestyle; Cappy Craig, taking the
one-meter diving competition; and Callie
Emery, placing first in the 100-yard

freestyle.
On Saturday, both the men's and
women's teams will travel to Raleigh, N.C.,
to face tough conference foe NC State. According to Boettner, NC State may be
tougher than UNC for Clemson. "We
don't match up as well with State as we did
with UNC. We're strong where they're
strong," Boettner said.
Saturday's meet will be the last regular
season conference action until the conference tournament in late February, but
the Tigers will still face tough competition
when Georgia comes to town on Feb. 5 and
when they travel to USC the next day.
"Nobody left is easy," Boettner said.

Get a new
slant on math.

"The Texas Instruments newTI-40 and TI-55-II calculators
have angled displays for easy-to-see-answers."
The slanted display makes these calculators
easier to use at arm's length-and that's just the
beginning. The economical TI-40, with built-in
functions like trig, stat, logs, roots,
reciprocals and more, will help you
through math and science coursesespecially since it comes with the
informative book, Understanding
Calculator Math.
The book explains how to use
the TI-40 to work through, and
understand, common problems.
If you're an advanced math
or science major, you'll be

more interested in the TI-55-II, which
comes with the Calculator Decision-Making
Sourcebook. The TI-55-II features 56-step
programmability, multiple memories,
scientific and statistical operations,
conversion factors and much
more-a total of 112 functions.
An extremely powerful calculator, at an excellent price. Both calculators have LCD
displays, long battery life
and fit right in your pocket.
TI-40 and TI-55-II calculators. Two new slants on math
from Texas Instruments. rVS-,
Look for them wherever \JlP)
calculators are sold.
>o

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
NCORPORATED
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Trailing the tiger

Basketball brings smiles to Clemson faces
by Cindy Powell
sports editor
For the first time in a long while, there
are smiles on the faces of Tiger fans and excitement in their voices. And for once the
national championship football team isn't
the cause of the excitement.
Ironically, Tiger fans are happy about
two basketball losses, by the men's team to
North Carolina Wednesday night and by
the women's team to Louisiana Tech Monday night.
Well, maybe fans aren't happy, but they
certainly should be pleased because in both
games Clemson played for all it was worth.
The men's team led the number-two-ranked
Tar Heels for most of the game, at times by
as many as nine points, before eventually
losing by five, 77-72.
The Lady Tigers overcame a 10-point
halftime deficit and then played stride-forstride with the number-one-ranked Lady
Techsters before losing, 68-63. It was the
closest any team had come to defeating national champion Louisiana Tech in its last
38 games.
Maybe there is hope after football, and
maybe we won't have to wait until the sixthranked baseball team begins play in late
February to find it.
Intensity and confidence
The men's team played against North
Carolina with an intensity and confidence
that has been lacking all season. With an increase in confidence came an increase in offensive productivity that resulted in a field
goal percentage of 58 for the game—
against a team that allows opponents a
game average of only 43 percent.

(It's hard to believe that this is the same
Clemson team that just last Saturday hit
only 17.8 percent of its field goal attempts
in the first half against Duke.)
For the first time this year the Tigers
played to their potential, and for once,
everyone forgot to blame Clemson's loss on
the fact that Raymond Jones is injured.
For 37 minutes Wednesday night, the
Tigers could have defeated anyone in the
country—even North Carolina.
Traditional trouble
The Lady Tiger basketball team traditionally gives top-ranked opposition trouble (last year's win over then second-ranked
Old Dominion, for example), and more
than two thousand fans showed up Monday
night to watch it do the same to Louisiana
Tech.
They were not disappointed.
Following a first half in which nervousness and cold shooting by Clemson
allowed Louisiana Tech to score the first
eight points and then hold onto the lead,
the Lady Tigers made a few adjustments
and came out to play what was probably the
best basketball seen in Littlejohn Coliseum
this year.
The Lady Tigers outplayed the Lady
Techsters most of the second half until,
with three minutes left in the game, they
began to wear down, and the fact that three
first- and second-string players were sitting
on the bench with injuries began to show.
Still the unranked Lady Tigers made an
impression on Louisiana Tech and gave it
the first challenge it's had in many weeks.
And for approximately one hour this
week, Clemson University could claim the
top two basketball teams in the country.

photo by Mark Bailey

Lady Tiger freshman center Peggy Caple, 31, puts up a shot against Louisiana Tech in
Littlejohn Coliseum Monday night. Clemson lost to the Lady Techsters, 68-63, after a
hard-fought battle.

30%
OFF

College
LIQUORS AND WINES

FEATURING
YOUR FAVORITE LIQUORS & LIQUEURS
A WINE CELLAR COMPOSED OF
HUNDREDS OF DOMESTIC & IMPORTED WINES
also

DON'T MISS THE WINE OF THE MONTH
CALL US TO HELP YOU WITH YOUR PARTY
654-5570

PARTY SHOP
PREMIUM BEERS - KEGS - WINES
PARTY SUPPLIES - ICE

CHEAP BEER
405 J COLLEGE PLACE-COLLEGE AVE.-654-5570
(Located At The Rear of College Place,
Under W. J. Brea's Back Porch)

ALL
WINTER
CLOTHING
Sweats
Warm-ups
Ski Jackets
Ski Bibs
Ski Vest

Wool Socks
Rag Socks
Nylon Jackets
Sweaters
Tennis Pants

Hours: 10-6
Phone 654-6061
405-C College Ave.
College Place Mall

